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KOKATHA ABORIGINAL CORPORATION REGISTERED NATIVE TITLE BODY CORPORATE 

Corporation Advisory Group Member Role Description 

Background 

Kokatha Aboriginal Corporation (KAC) was incorporated in 2013 and became a Registered Native Title Body 
Corporate (RNTBC) when the Kokatha People received Native Title Determination in 2014 over 
approximately 140,000 km2 of Kokatha land in the northern region of South Australia between Lake Torrens 
and Lake Gairdner (SCD2014/004 Kokatha People (Part A)). This includes land surrounding Roxby Downs 
and the Olympic Dam project and also the new gold-copper project at Carrapateena. 

Special Administration 

The Office of the Registrar of Indigenous Corporations (ORIC) placed KAC under special administration on 
23 September 2019 to initiate and ensure corporate reform. That reform will include a new governance 
framework and the appointment of a new Board of Directors. ORIC special administrations are for a fixed 
term and are designed to build capacity and governance capability to enable hand-back of the corporation 
to its membership. 

Corporation Advisory Group 

In special administration, the corporation cannot have a board (that role being taken by the special 
administrator). Instead, a Corporation Advisory Group (CAG) is formed to work with the special administrator 
on ‘board-like’ matters. The advisory group is made up of a majority of Aboriginal members, plus specialist 
independent members appointed through an external recruitment process. 

Position Function 

The CAG (and board) does not operate the corporation – that is the role of the General Manager. Members 
of the Corporation Advisory Group will work with the special administrator on corporation matters such as 
change strategy, corporate governance, directors’ duties, the rule book and financial oversight. The advisory 
group can be regarded as a ‘pre-board’ and will be run and chaired by the special administrator accordingly, 
with attention to correct meeting process, procedure, teamwork and an equal voice for all members. The 
Corporate Advisory Group acts in the interests of the corporation and the Kokatha people as a whole. A 
separate body, the Lore & Culture Committee, will advise the CAG (and future board) on traditional Lore, 
community and cultural matters. 

KAC Board Appointments 

At the end of the special administration, in preparation for hand-back of the corporation, the special 
administrator will appoint the new KAC board from the Corporation Advisory Group. There will be a set 
number of member and specialist directors defined in the corporation’s rule book. 

Candidate Requirements 

Advisory Group and Board members: 

• must be members of the corporation (except for specialist independent members) 
• cannot be employees of the corporation 
• put the interests of the corporation first in decision-making 
• represent the interests of the Kokatha people as a whole 
• work as a team for the benefit of the corporation and the Kokatha people 
• understand, accept and demonstrate board principles of fairness, equity and honesty 

Advisory group and board activity involve study, discussion and decision-making around business and 
financial data. Members need some business knowledge and skills to be able to perform their community 
representation role. 

Remuneration 

Corporate Advisory Group members receive modest sitting fees, plus travel and accommodation expenses. 


